We begin with a brief overview of geological and engineering situations where strain localizations are observed. The evolution of localized deformation patterns is described on the basis of a numerical study assuming nonassociated ideal plasticity and in a semi-analytical study assuming gradient plasticity.
INTRODUCTION
The conditions under which complex (or fractal) structures evolve from an initially structureless state are of central interest in structural geology as well as in geomechanics. Their knowledge allows the geologist to make conclusion concerning the governing conditions in the Earth's crust or helps the engineer to take measures to avoid the evolution of unstable patterns. An example is shown in Figure 1 where a quasi-periodic distribution of shear zones is shown in a deformed rock mass. In many instances these shear zones are developed at a number of scales ranging from the grain-scale up to the scale of tens of kilometres. This erratic geometry or quasiperiodicity together with the occurrence over a range of spatial scales gives the geometry of such structures a fractal character. It is central to the understanding of such structures to develop a theoretical understanding of why such fractal geometries are commonplace in nature rather than strictly periodic geometries which develop at only one scale. The case of the spontaneous formation of a single or of conjugate shear bands in an initially homogeneous configuration is best explored and probably also most critical in a geomechanics context (Rudnicki and Rice, 1975) . In this paper we focus on the more general case of periodic and quasi-period patterns of localized shear bands.
Shear banding occurs upon change of type of the governing differential equations, e.g., from the elliptic to the hyperbolic type in quasistatic problems. In finite element or finite difference analyses this change of type entails ill posedness of each problem and usually manifests itself in a critical dependence of the numerical solution on the mesh size. Due to the absence of any characteristic length parameter, in a standard continuum model, the thickness of the shear band is scaled by the element or zone size. However such solutions can still be meaningful if pragmatically one takes the discretized problem as a model for the material (rather than the original continuum equations). In this case one interprets the element size as a characteristic fabric dimension (Ord, 1990) . For patterned solutions to evolve a second length scale is needed. This length scale is introduced by assuming a continuous distribution of imperfections having a well defined, finite correlation length.
Some examples of the types of geometries that develop using such an approach are given in Figure 2 where the development of shear zones in a Mohr-Coulomb material is shown for an initial random distribution of cohesion. Here an irregular geometrical arrangement of shear zones is developed governed largely by the initial distribution of mechanical properties. However patterning phenomena can also be modelled on a strictly continuum mechanics basis and this is the second approach explored in this paper. The physical range of validity of continuum methods is extended by adopting a generalized continuum approach [see Kröner (ed.) (1968) for examples]. In these theories, internal length scales are introduced by the consideration of higher-order deformation gradients in the constitutive relations [e.g. Mindlin (1965) ] or additional degrees of freedom are assumed as in the Cosserat theory [or Mindlin's (1964) generalization of it: see Schaefer (1962) and Herrmann (1972) for reviews on this subject and for application within the context of granular materials]. In the classical theory of plasticity it is usually assumed that the flow stress depends on the equivalent plastic strain alone. This may be appropriate for nearly homogeneous deformations and specific forms of the flow stress are often justified on the basis of homogeneously-evolving microstructures (e.g. dislocations or cracks) whose "homogeneous" motion is directly related to the observable "homogeneous" plastic deformation. While for many deformation processes such an assumption of homogeneity holds true, this is not the case with shear banding problems where the deformation localizes in narrow zones, and homogeneity is lost at the scale of the element. Naturally, in this case, the hardening/softening function has to be modified to account for the heterogeneous evolution of deformation or the net local flux of microstructures inducing it . An alternative interpretation is given in Section 2.1.
The plan for the paper is as follows: In sections 2 and 3 we present generalized continuum models. In section 2.1 we review the basic features of gradient plasticity within the context of pressure sensitive materials. It is shown that the present model is essentially equivalent to the nonlocal plasticity models proposed by Bazant and coworkers. In section 2.2 we present the results of a linear instability analysis providing the critical condition for shear band formation. In section 3 the nonlinear problem is solved numerically for the case of an infinite shear layer and the spacing between the shear zones is obtained.
LINEAR INSTABILITY ANALYSIS

Gradient plasticity
We derive a simple constitutive relation, intended for problems of time independent, dissipative deformation of pressure sensitive materials under constant temperature. The formulation incorporates and generalizes the concepts of standard Drucker-Prager yield surface plasticity with isotropic hardening/softening. First we write the Drucker-Prager yield criterion as follows
where
and 7Ρ = J TPdt. The symbol κ designates the flow stress in pure shear with the symbol [·] being introduced to allow for a possible non-local dependence; i.e. κ is in general a functional of the accumulated plastic strain. On assuming plastic incompressibility we have
2τ where C is the elasticity tensor. As usual for elastoplastic solids the so-called KuhnTucker relations F < o, F ψ = ο and ψ > ο have to be satisfied. The equivalent plastic strain rate γ is determined from the consistency condition
where, for simplicity, we have assumed that the pressure sensitivity μ is a constant. Now we choose in particular
where, again, ei, C2 are assumed as constants, for convenience, and the symbol V 2 designates the Laplace operator. Particular forms of the model outlined so far have been studied (mainly in connection with shearbanding problems) among others by Coleman and Hodgedon (1985) , Zbib and Aifantis (1988) and . The numerical (Finite Element) aspects of gradient plasticity has been discussed in recent papers by de Borst and Mühlhaus (1991a, b) ; the question of nonstandard -gradient related-boundary condition was addressed in the paper by . Inserting (2), (4) into (3) yields -Gkifeki + Κμ Ekk = (G+h)^ + ciV 2 -yP + c2V 4 tP ,
UXQ where h = -designates the hardening/softening modulus, depending on whether h > ο or h < ο respectively; G and Κ are the elastic shear and bulk moduli. For ci = C2 = o, equ. (5) reduces to Prager's consistency condition of standard plasticity. In this case (5) is an algebraic equation by means of which γΡ can be expressed in terms of έ and in this way be eliminated as an independent variable. For ci, C2 * o, however, the consistency condition is a partial differential equation so that a direct elimination of γΡ as an independent variable is not possible [unless, of course, in the trivial case when γΡ is homogeneous]. To provide a qualitative impression of the significance of the gradient terms we introduce the notations ci = Ci d 2 and C2 = C2 d 4 where the coefficients Ci, C2 have the dimension of stress and d is a characteristic length of the material. Now, prior to the onset of localization the characteristic wavelength of the macroscopic deformation pattern is typically scaled by some structural length, L, say. Then, if d/L « 1 clearly, the gradient terms are unimportant. Upon the onset of localization, the wavelengths of the dominant terms of the deformation field are no longer scaled by L, but, in the extreme case of a standard continuum, shrink to zero, i.e., a discontinuity surface forms. In the present model, the gradient terms counteract the localization -preventing the formation of a discontinuity surface. However, the gradient terms do not act as stabilizers unconditionally. In fact, as shown by for ci > ο the localization is triggered by the second order gradient term. Ellipticity is preserved nonetheless and the deformation is stabilized at a finite wave number if C2 > ο (strict inequality). A physical model for microstructurally induced instability of this type has been discussed in a paper by Franek et al (1991) proposing a "Synergetic approach to work hardening of metals". Physically the highest order gradient term sets the rigidity domain of each material, expressing that, for example, for a granular medium, short wave length deformations, where the grain itself is deformed, are harder to produce than long wave length deformations where the deformation is carried primarily by intergranular sliding. Consequently in a granular medium d is related to the average grain diameter and Ci, C2 are related to the Young's modulus of the single grain. A similar interpretation applies for cementitious media where the major carrier of the inelastic deformation is microcrack propagation. In this case d is related to the largest heterogeneity in the material, as shown experimentally by Bazant and Pijandier -Cabot (1989) . An interesting -not grain size related -interpretation of the gradient terms is due to Carlson et al.(1991) in connection with an investigation of stick slip type phenomena.
In the following sections we deal with the stability of homogeneous simple shear of a layer (I χχ| IX2l < H/2). We concentrate on one dimensional, i.e., X2 dependent deformations. Assuming elastic incompressibility, the consistency condition (5) is obtained as G γ = (G+h) -yP + ci γΡ" + C2 γΡ'
where γ = 2έΐ2 and the prime denotes the derivative with respect to X2. From the equilibrium conditions it follows that τ = σΐ2 and Ö22 (= ön) are constant across X2 so that (2) reduces to τ = G (γ -γΡ) .
The field equations (6, 7) have to be supplemented by appropriate boundary conditions. We assume the standard boundary condition , , Η ui =v 0 atlX2l =2" , (7) (8) where ui is the displacement in the xi direction and v Q is a constant. Due to the presence of higher order derivatives in (6) the additional, nonstandard boundary conditions are required to determine a solution. Here we adopt the variational boundary conditions derived by which, for the present situation are obtained as Cit P ' + C2Y P " =0 or γ ρ =0
and
At this point we wish to point out the interesting, formal analogy between the system (6), (9) and the equations of a horizontally prestressed beam on an elastic foundation. We come back to this in detail in section 3.
Finally it should be mentioned that there are alternative ways to introduce an internal length scale into the continuum equations. In Schreyer's approach (Schreyer and Chen, 1984) a dependency of the yield criterion on the first order gradient is assumed. For isotropic material this dependency is necessarily nonlinear. In Bazant's nonlocal damage theory Pijandier-Cabot et al, 1988; Mazars et al, 1991) a nonlocal measure for the strain history is used. For the present one dimensional situation we shall now show an interesting relationship between the Bazant type (integral) models and the gradient theory employed here. First we write a typical nonlocal strain history measure as 
Boundary effects are ignored in this discussion. Now we return to our gradient model and form the Fourier transform of (6). With , y q p designating the Fourier transforms of γ, γΡ we obtain
where q is the dimensionless wave number. Backtransformation of (11) In particular, for C2 = ο and Ci = -c < o, we obtain
In many applications it is assumed that h = constant. Equation 12 can then be integrated and an expression of type (10) is obtained, so the Bazant type theories and present gradient approach are essentially equivalent. Although the equivalence has been proven for the ID case only it should be kept in mind that the non-standard terms become important upon strain localization and within the bands of localized deformation one has essentially a ID situation.
Critical conditions G + h (14")
In this section we look for conditions -the so called critical conditions -for which the homogeneous form of the boundary value problem (6) -(9) admits non trivial solutions. According to (7) the zero stress rate boundary condition is satisfied if we put γ = yP. The zero boundary displacement solution differs from the stress solution merely by a constant which can be combined with the continuation of the homogeneous ground solution, so nothing is lost by assuming γ ξ γΡ. The homogeneous boundary value is obtained as αγ + βγ"+γ"" = 0 , | x |<i. ,
βγ'+ γ'" =0 or γ = θ| (16) where
and the prime now designates differentiation with respect to the dimensionless coordinate x. A general discussion of the system (15 -17) is presented in a forthcoming paper. The present study is based on the boundary conditions (16)i and (17)2-We look for periodical solutions of the form γ = cos 2πιπχ; m = 1, 2,
so that the boundary conditions are satisfied identically. Inserting (19) into (15) gives the critical condition as
or, explicitly -ττ iim.;--V^pj For Ci > ο there exists a critical wave number making h a maximum. We obtain
For Ci < ο bifurcation takes place in the softening range. In this case it is Xcrit = oo and h C rit = o. Loss of homogeneity of the solution takes place as soon as the hardening/softening modulus satisfies the inequality h < hcnt-Equation (21) is also the critical condition for the formation of one or more isolated shear zones of width λ jj = -where m is now any real number > 1. The material outside the shear zones is elastically unloaded (see de Borst and Mühlhaus, 1991a for a detailed analysis of the case C2 = o, Ci < o). From (21) 
Real values for λ are obtained for h < h cr it (cp. 22). For ο < h < h cr jt, equation (23) has two real solutions, i.e. two alternative shearband thicknesses exist. In the softening i.e. h < ο range, only one real solution exists.
MULTIPLE SHEAR BANDS
Now we wish to find out which mechanism, which spatial arrangement of the shear bands is actually selected in a nonlinear numerical analysis. For this we select a particular softening relationship. In fact, we choose the simplest possible one, namely
where the softening modulus h, the cohesion c and the pressure sensitivity μ, are assumed as constant. The boundary value problem is sketched in the inset of Figure  3 . It is assumed that the boundary normal stress σ is constant so that, due to the incompressibility, we have ρ = σ, so x y is constant as well. The shear stress τ is reduced monotonically from its initial value x y (-the yield stress-) to zero. Firstly the differential problem (6 -9) is restated in a form more amenable for the numerical treatment. The field equation (6) and the boundary conditions are written in dimensionless form as (25) γΡ· + γΡ" = ο and γΡ" = ο , Ixl = y ,
where ( The only nonlinearity of the problem follows from the switching rule (28). In the numerical analysis the unloading condition (β = ~ for 7P < o) cannot be reproduced exactly. Instead we assume β = 350 χ α upon unloading. Higher values of β led to convergence problems. The shear stress τ was reduced monotonically according to
where t is the loading parameter. Note that due to the rate independence of the problem one can always find a time scale to match the present solution with the solution of a corresponding displacement controlled problem (unless of course snapback takes place; see de tsorst ana iviunmaua, iy?i iui uetans;. As has already been mentioned in section 2, the system (25, 26) is formally identical to the differential equation and the boundary conditions of an elastic beam with free boundaries on a nonlinear foundation for which we have
where EJ is the beam stiffness, Ρ the axial (compression) load, C is the bedding stiffness and P D is the transverse load acting normally to the beam axis. By "average strain" model discussed in . Other values of α are of course equally possible and their influence will be discussed in a forthcoming paper. Furthermore, we have assumed Η = 200 and the domain was discretized by 200 elements with cubic (Hermitean) interpolation functions. The tangent stiffness equations were solved using the full Newton-Raphson scheme, i.e. the tangent stiffness was reformed within each load increment after each iterational step. Convercence was declared when the norm of the incremental out of balance forces referred to the norm of the actual external forces was < 10" 4 . Due to the bilinear character of the problem the band geometry was essentially established after the first load step. The plastic strain profile obtained after the shear bands were fully developed is represented in Figure 3 . Seven localization zones are obtained, arranged symmetrically about the symmetry axis. No imperfections were used to trigger a particular distribution of the localizations, however, it should be mentioned that the iterative behaviour in the first load step was rather oscillatory before finally converging; so this may be partially responsible for the multiplicity of the bands.
Also interesting is the irregular distribution of the bands -4 bands close to the symmetry axis and two bands more or less in the middle, between the boundary and the bands about the symmetry axis. From (23) the (dimensionless) band width is obtained as λ = 5.55 which contrasts somewhat with the numerical value λ = 7. This discrepancy may be attributed to the fact that in the numerical analysis a finite unloading stiffness (β = 1000) was used instead of β = which clearly makes the system somewhat softer.
So far we have shown that relatively minor modifications of the equations of standard plasticity have enabled us to produce nontrivial deformation patterns in the softening range that are not merely a product of some numerical imponderabilities. In a forthcoming paper we present a study covering the full parameter range of the shear layer problem based on a more sophisticated softening function, allowing a smooth transition from hardening to softening.
